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Close Reading with Paired Texts Level 2: Engaging Lessons to
Improve Comprehension
Take a close up look at the lives of several of the hundreds of jungle tribes who
share our planet with us in the pages of Jungle Tribes. Some of these tribes lead a
primitive existence without the use of any modern technology, while others have
assimilated into modern society. Come along with us to four different regions of
the world--the Amazon River Basin, Borneo, New Guinea and Central Africa--where
life is still wild and untamed! Jungle Tribes will introduce you to some of the world's
most fascinating people--the jungle tribes of Acre (including a newly contacted
tribe), the Aka tribe of the Congo, the Penan tribe of Borneo, and the uniquely
interesting Huli Wigmen of New Guinea! Every book in the Into the World's
Amazing Jungles series is a graphic and visual journey into the remaining
rainforests of the world and their fascinating inhabitants--jungle tribes, wildlife,
bugs, and vegetation. Each title is also filled with interesting and amazing facts
and figures about the world's jungles, the colorful microcosms of the primitive and
mysterious world of our ancestors. Each title in this series includes color photos
throughout, and back matter including: an index and further reading lists for books
and internet resources. Key Icons appear throughout the books in this series in an
effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore
possibilities and expand their viewpoints through our content rich non-fiction
books. Key Icons in this series are as follows: Words to Understand are shown at
the front of each chapter with definitions. These words are set in boldfaced type in
that chapter, so that readers are able to reference back to the definitions--building
their vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars are
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highlighted graphics with content rich material within that allows readers to build
knowledge and broaden their perspectives by weaving together additional
information to provide realistic and holistic perspectives. Educational Videos are
offered in chapters through the use of a QR code, that, when scanned, takes the
student to an online video showing a moment in history, a speech, or an
instructional video. This gives the readers additional content to supplement the
text. Text-Dependent Questions are placed at the end of each chapter. They
challenge the reader's comprehension of the chapter they have just read, while
sending the reader back to the text for more careful attention to the evidence
presented there. Research Projects are provided at the end of each chapter as well
and provide readers with suggestions for projects that encourage deeper research
and analysis. And a Series Glossary of Key Terms is included in the back matter
containing terminology used throughout the series. Words found here broaden the
reader's knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field.

Reading for Comprehension Oxford Level 6: Rainforest Tag
PROTECTING THE EARTH S ANIMALS8 titles64 pages eachFrom whales to chimps,
from cats and dogs to sharks and coral, the animals of the world are under threat.
Human influence on their habitats and on world climate, along with direct attacks
by poachers, are creating crisis after crisis. This series looks at some of the most
pressing problems in animal conservation and describes some of the steps that
humans are taking to help. Each title in PROTECTING THE EARTH S ANIMALS
includes color photos throughout, maps where applicable, and back matter
including an index and further reading lists for books and internet resources. A
special section provides specific ways that readers can help in the fight to save
these animals. Key Icons appear throughout the books in this series in an effort to
encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore
possibilities, and expand their viewpoints through our content rich nonfiction
books. Key Icons in this series are: Words to Understand shown at the front of each
chapter with definitions. These words are set in boldfaced color type in that
chapter, so that readers are able to reference back to the definitions, building their
vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars are highlighted
graphics with content-rich material within that allows readers to build knowledge
and broaden their perspectives by weaving together additional information to
provide realistic and holistic perspectives. Text-Dependent Questions are placed at
the end of each chapter referring back to subjects covered within. They challenge
the reader s comprehension of the material they have just read, while sending the
reader back to the text for more careful attention to the evidence presented there.
Research Projects are provided at the end of each chapter as well and give readers
suggestions for projects that encourage deeper research and analysis. Educational
Videos are offered in chapters through the use of a QR code, that, when scanned,
takes the student to an online video showing a moment in history, a speech, or an
instructional video. This gives the readers additional content to supplement the
text. A Series Glossary of Key Terms is included in the backmatter containing
terminology used throughout the series. Words found here broaden the reader s
knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field.

The Shaman's Apprentice
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Featuring in-depth essays on plant-based medicine and indigenous science from
four different Amazonian societies, discusses the practices, legends, and wisdom of
the vanishing traditions of the upper Amazon.

Rainforests at Risk
"An effect is what happened or what the situation is, and a cause is why is
happened or why it is so.Rainforests are areas of lush, dense forest located all over
the world. Unfortunately, when part of a rainforest is destroyed, the environment
around it is changed forever. This book explains the causes for rainforest
deforestation and what can be done to minimise this problem.Reading Age: 12.5
years Text Type: ExplanationContents:RainforestsCause of
DeforestationLoggingResources for O

Strategies That Work
Journey along with Dr. Meg Lowman, a scientist who, with the help of slings,
suspended walkways, and mountain-climbing equipment, has managed to ascend
into one of our planet’s least accessible and most fascinating ecosystems--the rainforest canopy. “Fresh in outlook and intriguing in details, this book will strengthen
any library collection on the rainforest.”--Booklist

The Great Kapok Tree
After reading nonfiction passages about science, geography, or history topics,
students answer multiple-choice and short-answer questions to build seven
essential comprehension skills.

Step into the Rainforest
Carlos goes into the cloud forest to look for animals, but he manages to miss
seeing them even though they have an adventure with his umbrella. On board
pages.

Nonfiction Reading Comprehension Grade 5
The jungle comes alive as children learn about a wide variety of animals and plants
living in the Amazon rainforest, in this adaptation of the song "The green grass
grew all around." Includes "For Creative Minds" section with animal and plant
adaptation facts and a recipe.

No Monkeys, No Chocolate
Students need purposeful practice on inferring to improve reading comprehension.
These third grade texts capture student interest with focused, standards-based
activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.

Excel Basic Skills Comprehension and Written Expression
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These nationally acclaimed titles ensure students’ academic success with teachers
and parents. The key to the Master Skills series is reinforcing skills through
practice; using a contemporary approach to learning fundamentals through reallife applications. The workbooks in this series are excellent tools to prepare young
learners for proficiency testing and school success. Answer keys included.

Around the World in Eighty Days Comprehension Guide
Each title in this series describes a different animal's life cycle, eating habits,
home, and behavior through simple text and vivid full-page, color photographs of
animals in their rain forest habitat.

The Most Beautiful Roof in the World
Everyone loves chocolate, right? But how many people actually know where
chocolate comes from? How it’s made? Or that monkeys do their part to help this
delicious sweet exist? This delectable dessert comes from cocoa beans, which
grow on cocoa trees in tropical rain forests. But those trees couldn’t survive
without the help of a menagerie of rain forest critters: a pollen-sucking midge, an
aphid-munching anole lizard, brain-eating coffin fly maggots—they all pitch in to
help the cocoa tree survive. A secondary layer of text delves deeper into
statements such as "Cocoa flowers can’t bloom without cocoa leaves . . . and
maggots," explaining the interdependence of the plants and animals in the tropical
rain forests. Two wise-cracking bookworms appear on every page, adding humor
and further commentary, making this book accessible to readers of different ages
and reading levels. Back matter includes information about cocoa farming and rain
forest preservation, as well as an author’s note.

Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 3: Drawing Conclusions
Passages and Questions
A series of books using modelling, guided and independent practice to teach
students strategies they can use to develop different reading comprehension skills.

Teaching Comprehension Strategies: Book F 10-11 years
Today is doomsday for a young Venezuelan Indian boy's beloved rain forest and its
animal life—unless he and a visiting naturalist can save it. "George makes drama
large and small out of the minute-by-minute events in an ecosystem . . . gripping
ecological theater." —C. "An example of nonfiction writing at its best." —SLJ.
Notable 1990 Children's Trade Books in Social Studies (NCSS/CBC) Outstanding
Science Trade Books for Children 1990 (NSTA/CBC)

Saving the Rainforests
Prepare second grade students for college and career readiness with this contentpacked resource. Authored by Lori Oczkus and Timothy Rasinski, this resource
includes 12 units across the four content areas of language arts, science, social
studies, and mathematics. Each unit incorporates close reading, paired fiction and
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nonfiction text passages, text-dependent questions, comparing and contrasting
text, and hands-on activities to unify each week's worth of lessons. Differentiation
and reciprocal teaching strategies and assessment options are also included within
each unit to tailor to multiple intelligences and monitor students' progress.

Nine Stations of Wisdom
Includes literary and factual texts, a variety of question types, graphic organizers.

If I Ran the Rain Forest
My father says there has been a forest here for over a hundred million years,"
Jeannie Baker's young protagonist tells us, and we follow him on a visit to this
tropical rain forest in North Queensland, Australia. We walk with him among the
ancient trees as he pretends it is a time long ago, when extinct and rare animals
lived in the forest and aboriginal children played there. But for how much longer
will the forest still be there, he wonders? Jeannie Baker's lifelike collage
illustrations take the reader on an extraordinary visual journey to an exotic,
primeval wilderness, which like so many others is now being threatened by
civilization.

Rainforests
In a Tirio village deep in the heart of the Amazon rain forest, the shaman
Nahtahlah has a place of honor in his tribe. Young Kamanya wants to learn the
healing secrets of the forest plants--he hopes that he, too, will become the tribe’s
shaman, so that he can cure his people. When the villagers fall sick with an illness
that Nahtahlah cannot cure, many lose faith in the shaman’s wisdom--until a
foreign woman helps them understand its value while giving Kamanya an
opportunity to realize his dream. Lynne Cherry returns to the rain forest with
ethnobotanist Mark J. Plotkin to tell an important story about the healing plants of
the earth-and why we must protect them.

Rain Forest Relay
The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering system! Vampire bats and killer ants?
That's what Jack and Annie are about to run into when the Magic Tree House
whisks them away to the Amazon River. It's not long before they get hopelessly
lost. Will they be able to find their way back to the tree house? Or are Jack and
Annie stuck forever in the rain forest? Did you know that there’s a Magic Tree
House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Adventures with Jack and Annie,
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced reader Super Edition: A longer and
more dangerous adventure Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures Have more fun with Jack and Annie at
MagicTreeHouse.com!

Motivating Reading Comprehension
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Concept Oriented Reading Instruction (CORI) is a unique, classroom-tested model
of reading instruction that breaks new ground by explicitly showing how content
knowledge, reading strategies, and motivational support all merge in successful
reading instruction. A theoretical perspective (engagement in reading) frames the
book and provides a backdrop for its linkage between hands-on science activities
and reading comprehension. Currently funded by the Interagency Educational
Research Initiative (IERI), this model has been extensively class tested and is
receiving national attention that includes being featured on a PBS special on the
teaching of reading. Key features of this outstanding new volume include:
*Theoretical Focus--CORI's teaching framework revolves around the engagement
perspective of reading: how engaged reading develops and the classroom contexts
and motivational supports that promote it. *Content-Area Focus--Although science
is the content area around which CORI has been developed, its basic framework is
applicable to other content areas. *Focus on Strategy Instruction--CORI revolves
around a specific set of reading strategies that the National Reading Panel (2000)
found to be effective. In some current CORI classrooms collaborating teachers
implement all aspects of CORI and in other classrooms teachers implement just the
strategy instruction component. *Illustrative Vignettes and Cases--Throughout the
book vignettes and mini-case studies convey a situated view of instructional
practices for reading comprehension and engagement. A detailed case study of
one teacher and of the reading progress of her students is featured in one chapter.
This book is appropriate for graduate and advanced undergraduate students in
education and psychology, for practicing teachers, and for researchers in reading
comprehension and motivation.

Rainforest Medicine
Excel Comprehension and Written Expression Year 6 is essenti al for any student
wishing to improve their comprehension skills. It all ows students to practice skills
such as finding facts, making references, isolating relevant information,
understanding questions and paragraphs, and using tables of contents, indexes,
maps and graphs to find informa tion. The extracts are from a wide variety of
genres to allow students t o gain confidence in reading different materials. Rather
than giv e a range of question types based on each passage, the focus in this boo k
will be on developing the student's skills with a particular question type. The book
is structured so that if there is a weakness then the stu dent can concentrate on
that particular weakness and become competent wi thout working through
passages that may not contribute to the student's progress. In this book your child
will find: over 60 graded units of stimulating exercises and extracts a wide vari ety
of questions including true or false, multiple choice, short answer and sentence
completion extracts from many different literary a nd factual text types a lift-out
answer section

One Day in the Tropical Rain Forest
Afternoon on the Amazon
The Cat in the Hat takes Sally and Dick for an “umbrella-vator” ride through the
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understory, canopy, and emergent layers of a tropical rain forest, encountering a
host of plants, animals, and native peoples along the way.

We're Roaming in the Rainforest
Rainforest Adventure
Students need purposeful practice on summarizing to improve reading
comprehension. These third grade texts capture student interest with focused,
standards-based activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.

Reading Comprehension, Grade 3
By completing fun, challenging activities and lessons, students will uncover the
true meaning behind this beautifully illustrated story. This instructional guide for
literature is the perfect tool to aid students in analyzing and comprehending this
sensational story. Appealing and challenging cross-curricular lessons and activities
were written to support the text and incorporate research-based literacy skills to
help students become thorough readers. These lessons and activities work in
conjunction with the text to teach students how to analyze and comprehend story
elements in multiple ways, practice close reading and text-based vocabulary,
determine meaning through text-dependent questions, and much more.

An Instructional Guide for Literature: The Great Kapok Tree
Excel Comprehension and Written Expression Year 5 is essential for an y student
wishing to improve their comprehension skills. It allows stude nts to practice skills
such as finding facts, making references, isolati ng relevant information,
understanding questions and paragraphs, and usi ng tables of contents, indexes,
maps and graphs to find information. The extracts are from a wide variety of
genres to allow students to gain co nfidence in reading different materials. In this
book your child will find: over 60 graded units of stimulating exercises an d
extracts a wide variety of questions including true or false, multiple choice, short
answer and sentence completion extracts from many different literary and factual
text types a lift-out answer section

Sloths
When Russell entered the race, he knew it was going to be a wild ride. Especially
the first race course! He'd been studying up on the Amazon's animals and culture
forever. But nothing could prepare him or his teammates for what they'd find in the
rain forest: raging rapids, poisonous venom, and sneaky competitors who'd do
anything to win. Can the red team work together to make it to the finish line in one
piece? Each chapter in this action-packed adventure series is bursting with totally
true facts about wild and wonderful creatures, dangerous habitats, maps, and
more!

Where the Forest Meets the Sea
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Students need purposeful practice on drawing conclusions to improve reading
comprehension. These third grade texts capture student interest with focused,
standards-based activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.

Practice with Purpose: Standards-Based Comprehension
Strategies & Skills Grade 1 (Binder with Transparencies)
This series ensures that students learn necessary reading skills by offering a
variety of texts combined with targeted lessons to practice and reinforce
comprehension and fluency. The fiction and nonfiction passages prepare students
for the type of reading found on most standardized tests.

The Great Kapok Tree Leveled Comprehension Questions
Title information: Twins Taena and Akira love to play Rainforest Tag. Join them for
a game in the rainforest. Oxford Level: 6Reading Level: 16Genre: FictionTheme:
Environment This ISBN includes: 6 copies of Rainforest Tag and a Comprehension
Coaching Card for teachers.Series information: This guided reading text is part of
the Oxford Reading for Comprehension series, which offers a systematic approach
to the explicit teaching of comprehension strategies for Years F-3. The
meticulously levelled full-colour fiction and non-fiction guided reading texts feature
captivating characters and stories designed to appeal to young Australian readers.
Each guided reading text includes parent notes on the inside front cover to help
parents support the development of their child's reading and comprehension skills
at home. Teacher resources include best-fit levelling correlations, a printed
Teacher Handbook, Comprehension Coaching Cards and Comprehension Activity
Sheet. An online after-reading quiz for each book is available on Oxford Reading
Buddy.Oxford Reading for Comprehension integrates with Oxford's Primary literacy
resources, including the latest Oxford Wordlist, Early Years Dictionaries and Oxford
Handwriting workbooks. Visit www.oup.com.au/orfc for more information about this
series. To learn more about the latest Oxford Wordlist and create your own for use
in your classroom, visit www.oxfordwordlist.com

Comprehension and Written Expression Year 6
Spotlight on Comprehension
Presents information about rain forests, including what they are, the difference
between tropical and temperate rain forests, where each type exists, how they
form, and the kinds of animals that live in them.

Test Prep Level 4: This Panda Is a Beauty Comprehension and
Critical Thinking
These leveled discussion questions about The Great Kapok Tree require students to
read closely, make connections, and share their analyses. Included are leveled
comprehension questions and suggested answers.
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Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 3: Inferring Passages
and Questions
Spotlight on Comprehensionpresents a tapestry of short, highly practical essays
loaded with ready to use strategies for teaching reading comprehension and
assessing understanding. Hoyt and an All-Star ensemble of contributors - including
Ellin Keene, Tony Stead, Nell Duke, Franki Sibberson, Mike Opitz, David and Yvonne
Freeman, Adria Klein, Mary Lee Hahn and Gretchen Owocki - cover the spectrum of
comprehension instruction, addressing topics like: implementing the latest
research on reading comprehension into your instruction improving children's
comprehension strategies, especially questioning, inferring, and summarizing
helping emerging, developing, and second language readers improve their
comprehension using writing to build readingcomprehension tackling a range of
texts and genres across the curriculum, including standardized tests building a
robust vocabulary organizing instruction around guided reading, the read aloud,
and independent reading. Best yet, Hoyt and her expert contributors include handy
tools like checklists, sample lesson plans, book lists, strategy lists, assessment
rubrics, and learning extensions that will help you take their ideas and use them in
your own classroom immediately. Each chapter even includes Key Questions
designed to stimulate personal reflection and support professional conversations or
book-study groups. Read Spotlight on Comprehension- in short segments, or all at
once; by yourself, or with friends and colleagues - and gather a wealth of strategies
for building a literacy of thoughtfulness which will empower your students to get
the most meaning from the varied texts of our world.

Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 3: Summarizing
Passages and Questions
Read & Succeed Comprehension Level 1: Graphics Passages
and Questions
Fourth graders read a high-interest nonfiction article, strengthen comprehension
skills by responding to follow-up questions, study a primary source document, and
demonstrate critical-thinking skills through document-based questions.

The Rainforest Grew All Around
"Join Rabbit, Mouse, and Bird as they trek through the dense jungle of the South
American rainforest and meet a host of amazing animals along the way"--Page 4 of
cover.

The Umbrella
Students need purposeful practice on previewing text to improve reading
comprehension. These first grade texts capture student interest with focused,
standards-based activities that provide targeted practice opportunities.
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Jungle Tribes
The many different animals that live in a great kapok tree in the Brazilian
rainforest try to convince a man with an ax of the importance of not cutting down
their home.
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